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Abstract
This paper elaborates on the theoretical, conceptual, ethical and methodological stakes that are developed by the
design of COASTOMIZE!. This design project is a clear-cut example of practice-based research, showing the
design of an artefact as well as the design of concepts.
It triggers questions/answers to themes as co-creativity, collective intelligence, mixed reality,… and how science, 
technology and design can get us involved in this.

The artefact is conceived as a [Silent White] that uses stillness as a [INTUITIVE AND EMOTIVE TOOL (IET) ]
with a capacity of [SILENT EMPATHIC FEEDBACK (SEF)] - two concepts formulated by its designers to
describe the quintessential user-friendly link between such in and outputs as [Sound], [Bio], [Data], [Duration]
etcetera. It mirrors Man’s current relationships with science, technology and design. This artificial ambient is 
essentially [Blanco]. A [Blank]. A non-verbal object and environment, an intrepid [Flash White Thing], a [Silent]
as hell.

Practi ce (design of the artefact) and theory (ongoing reflection) were developed in parallel to tackle the
question:’how can an artefact explore and express collective intelligence, collective behaviour, collective space?’. 
The [Silent White] literally embodies knowledge (from users’ knowledge to professional knowledge) and 
generates knowledge (through implicit and explicit interactivity and co-creativity). It is simultaneously research
input and output, showing the ongoing process of design generating concepts,concepts generating design…  
The artefact developed during this practice-based research is a [Blank Chock-a-Full Data Movement], a vehicle
to explore landscapes of layers and layers of knowledge.
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Figure 1: FLC2005 M.U.D. Artist impression. Copyright FLCextended

COASTOMIZE!

A practice-based research project on science, technology, art and design --- the COASTOMIZE!
context.

The project we discuss in this paper is called COASTOMIZE!. COASTOMIZE! is the
collaboration between the free associating designers FLCextended (FLC), the Flemish
Architecture Institute (VAi) and the Hogeschool voor Wetenschap & Kunst, School of
Architecture [Sint-Lucas] Brussels.

Literally the coast made to measure and to meet your customers needs, COASTOMIZE! is an
interactive and ambient set up that will open up to a larger public, notions and dynamics of
individual and collective space, individual and collective behaviour, precariousness and the
perennial. COASTOMIZE! shows how interactivity, chain reactions and the unpredictable
shape shared territories, here spaces of limits (as for example the Belgian coast) in particular
and our every daily space in general. COASTOMIZE! questions the roles of design and
planning in co-creative processes and illustrates how daily life, science, technology and design
can get us involved.

This project builds on FLC’s previous 
reflective design experiments on how the
intentional ruptures of the coastal membrane
could stimulate urbanized coasts to pick up
energy and to reset when congestion reaches
red alert.

FLC’s 2005 project called M.U.D1

for example displays an interactive coast
with its inner loops, catastrophes and
singularities. The coastal membrane is
intentionally ruptured in the light of the
eventuality of flood, of capsularity and

hyper-economy2 and so a new Age is induced: M.U.D, standing combined for [MUD], for
[Multi User Domain] and for [Multi User Dimension].

M.U.D dissolves the coastal urban network into a state of positive emergency: changes
surrounding the nodal points in the dynamics of current flows and future conflicts, vast flows
of undifferentiated data, patterns of information. M.U.D is entirely process; infinitely more
than the combined sum of its various selves.

Consequently COASTOMIZE! displays other angles of this interactive coast.
COASTOMIZE! is a M.U.D and like M.U.D it is entirely process, and the realm of ongoing
serial creation its only reality.
COASTOMIZE! elaborates further on the M.U.D concepts of [MUD]: a hybrid, de- and re-
composed state between land, water and air; of [Multi User Domain]: a collection of desiring
machines, aggregates of subjective desire, architectures of articulated longing and of [Multi
User Dimension]: the ability to respond to simultaneous and even controversy needs, there are
no laws, only agreements: a test bed for futurity.
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Initiated as a science information project3 and growing out of concepts like M.U.D,
COASTOMIZE! is a practice-based research project that reflects on how science, technology
and design can open up other (spatial) realities. It triggers different kinds of knowledge
production by mirroring the users’collective intelligence and co-creativity in (re)shaping
shared territories.

[SILENT WHITE AS HELL: INTUITIVE AND EMOTIVE TOOLS with SILENT EMPATHIC
FEEDBACK] --- the design of concepts/the design of an artefact.

In the close interaction between the design of the artefact and the ongoing reflection on the
core issues at stake in COASTOMIZE!, a central concept emerged, encompassing the ideas of
[MUD], [Multi User Domain] and [Multi User Dimension]: the [Silent White], presenting itself
as another (mixed) reality continuum.
It was in first instance the coming together of the collective intelligence, experience and
creativity of the designers that generated this and other concepts. And although each concept
that got formulated through design and reflection offers starting points for further
elaboration, more extensively grounding in and development of theory is not the first concern
here. Generated by the design, the COASTOMIZE! concepts are in first instance further
developed, clearly formulated and put in evidence by the design itself (and vice versa). In this
paper we want to keep the focus on this practice-based character. This is reflected in the
composition of the text below. Different text blocks, explain the key ideas, concepts and
features of the project and display the different kinds of writing used during the design
process Basically two stories are told. One is a rather explanative text on the different
concepts. The other is a more explorative text, evoking the lines of thought that resulted in the
design of the [Silent White]. As is typical for practice-based research, different narratives,
notations, text fragments and images are used to support and enhance the design of the
artefact and of the concepts4.

[Space of Limits]

The spatial setting of the COASTOMIZE! project

is inspired by the Belgian coast. Looked upon

from a spatial perspective we define this coastal

environment as a [Space of Limits], the ultimate

meeting of land, water and air. At the coastline

one stands on the edge of the since centuries

cultivated (European) land, staring at what’s left 

of the natural, wild world: the sea.

INTERACTIVE COAST MODEL UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

midsummer
high season

one day, one night, fortnight, two week
peaked tidal waves of tourists submerge the

coast, wash upon its shores, break over its
high rise wall

carri ed by highway go slow streams
dripping along by pass filets

landing on parking lots
and drumming through passers by

finally walk the passenger carrier
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From the users perspective a coastal setting is also

a [Space of Limits]. Here one is confronted with

how the cumulating of individual and collective

behaviour shape shared territories. The desire of

every tourist to have his own private ‘sea-view’ 

results in very particular urban settlements, like

the so-called ‘Atlantic Wall’ at the Belgian coast, 

Monaco towering on its bay, Coney Island in

New York...

At such limit-positions it suddenly becomes

obvious that extreme amounts of hyper-individual

behaviour driven by “what I like” and ”what I 

don’t like” define the use of the space and shape 

the shared territory.

Many coastal environments are an exploded field

of experiences, impressions, stories, references,

etc… where the chock-a-full beaches make

extremely tangible the limit of this hyper-

individual consumer behaviour.

The coast is a clear-cut example of limits: it is as

far as you can walk but it is also the border of

society, it marks the line between chock-a-full

and empty.

This limit-position turns a particular perspective

on consumer behaviour: collective behaviour and

hyper-individual experiences, triggered by an

offer of apparently unique experiences, are

confronted with climate worries (rising sea

promenades
and populate terrace decks

each arrival shockwaves overcrowded
beaches

and unripples to a hovering sun baked nearly
lie still

where to hide a ubiquitous computer better
than on the beach mixed with the sand?

COASTOMIZE! is a projection of:

land on land
air on air

water on water
light on light
sight on sight

sun on sun
sea on sea

sand on sand
view on view

people on people
coastline on coastline

This artificial ambient is essentially a
[Blanco]. A [Blank]. A non-verbal object and

environment, an intrepid [Flash White
Thing], a [Silent] as hell.

Its [White on White] noise to signal only
revealed [like Malevich’s White Square on 

White Surface teaches us] by the slight
distortions coming into / slipping out of

existence between projection and projection
merging real and virtual - and not by

contrast.

Figure 2: FLC2006 !MY COAST. Copyright FLCextended
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levels), tourist decadences and careless

consumption of space.

The coastal environment and all the experiences it

embodies is in fact a critical space where, in this

case, a large collective meets the limits induced

by the meeting of land, water and air.

COASTOMIZE! evokes this [Space of Limits],

examines how the coastal experience can be made

accessible and adjustable for every individual and

triggers awareness of the impact of all these

simultaneous claims.

COASTOMIZE! simulates and stages this coast

as a [Space of Limits] from a multi user

perspective.

But how can that be?

How can we make the coastal experience

accessible and adjustable for and by

1.

10

100

1.000

10.000

100.000

1.000.000

10.000.000

100.000.000

1.000.000.000 people?

Its [White Noise] covers extremely dense
swarms of dataflow. Its [Still White]

encapsulates fluent switching between
[Sound], [Bio], [Data], [Duration], […] 

depending on signal production and pattern
recognition. Its [White-on-White] interacts by

nature and educates to extent through
diversified log-in: being there and being

picked up - connecting to user level,
up/downloading stuff - entering dashboard

level, manipulating data - stepping into
fundamental level, explaining/understanding
some of the Science, Technology and Design

behind the “thing”.

Each individual approach, communication
and exchange defines layers upon layers of

knowledge, establishing a vast space of
collective intelligence and behaviour

punctuated by TYPICAL MOMENTS IN
TIME , creating an open sourced game like

environment [collective of collectives] with its
unique form of RESETS: ‘WHAT I LIKE’ 

and ‘WHAT I DON’T LIKE’ popping up like 
pink twin rabbits, coaching our new pattern

of [SILENT MAN / HOMO SAX-40 or
something equivalent to the SAX-40 silent

airplane] wandering, hunting, grazing and
gathering identities and experiences out of the

shared sea of data, no longer being a human
only among other human beings and above

all the rest, but from now on, also being
animal among all other animals, plant among

plants, idea among ideas, object between
objects, avatar between avatars, organism

between organisms, physiology between
physiologies, chemistry between chemicals,
etc, etc, the big scale being an enormity of

little things. Cool!

Figure 3: FLC 2007 SILENT WHITE. Copyright
FLCextended
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How can that be done spatially?

How to trigger collective intelligence by

interactivity?

How to evoke and intensify the sense of co-

creativity?

[Silent White]

The only way to solve this problem and create a

Multi User Domain for collectiveness is to step

into a mixed reality continuum. Places of critical

limit can be shared territory for large collectives,

at the same time as being subject for individual

excess, in the merging of the real and the virtual.

This mixed reality continuum finds its expression

in the [Silent White]. In this [Silent White]

everything is translated, converted to data; an

endless amount of interchangeable, trans-actable

data, creating a white noise. The [Silent White]

essentially is a M.U.D environment: a MUD that

can dissolve in its different levels of aggregation

and re-assemble itself in different combinations; a

Multi User Domain as a shared territory that can

be used by many at the same time and in different

forms; an environment with a Multi User

Dimension, having the capacity to be different

things at the same time.

Figure 5: FLC2007 60MILES. Copyright FLCextended

Figure 4: FLC2007 RESET RABBIT. Copyright
FLCextended
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Stepping into the [Silent White] of

COASTOMIZE! one encounters the highly user-

oriented !MY COAST.

!MY COAST in first instance is an environment,

a podium-like, a carrier of multiple limit

behaviour in a collective [space of limits] and in

that sense also ‘model of’ (mould) and ‘model 

for’ (open) a form of collectiveness. It is based on 

multidimensional interactivity, fuelled by user

generated content.

This [Silent White] shows how science,

technology, design and daily life can get us

involved in this co-creative world. Here

designers, scientists, technologists, users and

consumers meet and switch roles.

But how can one enter this [Silent White]?

How can one move in this mixed reality

continuum?

How can one see and materialize things in this

endless projection of data on data?

How can one create a signal, a pattern in the

white noise?

What can be the tools to do this?

!MY COAST FROM A DISTANCE,
INTERNET AND NETWORK RELATED

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [a white
noise turns into your favourite

sound] INDIVIDUAL LOG IN / CONTACT
[hello, we already met, happy to see you /

hello, we haven’t met before, happy to see you
/ welcome to this interactive coast / feel free to

make your personal settings] TELL US
WHAT YOU LIKE/DON’T LIKE

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [your
favourite sound splits in to samples and

samples of surf] MAKE UP YOUR OWN
FAVORITE VIEW OF SUN,SEA and SAND
[an elementary coast / a combination of land,

water and air with only advantages and no
discomfort] YOUR OWN IDEAL PIXEL OF

COAST [and follow it through what you like /
don’t like] SNAPSHOT

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [scenic offer
and demand for scene] COASTAL

SUPERPIXEL CYCLES [seasonal - tidal -
journal - ritual - … versus a large amount of] 

INDIVIDUAL PIXEL BEHAVIOUR
[individual preferential (sub) routines and

unpredictable behaviour and] PIXEL
RESIDU [flocking, clustering,..]

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [pattern or
consensus forming behaviour becoming part

of the SCENIC-definition] PIXEL
REVOLUTION / SCENIC SUPERSETTING

/ SCENIC SOLUTION [a new standard, a
new stereotyped view]

Figure 6: FLC2007 IDEAL VIEW/SUPERPIXEL
INTERFACE. Copyright FLCextended
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[INTUITIVE EMOTIVE TOOLS
(IET) with SILENT EMPATHIC
FEEDBACK (SEF)]

What is Man’s current attitude towards science, 

technology and design?

Science and technology nowadays experience

difficulties to express their own specific,

authentic image. A fissure between science and its

image has occurred. Science and technology have

become extremely complex fields, evolving

through far-reaching specialisation. After the era

of the mechanics that one could analyse and

comprehend visually, there now is a fundamental

[image-fissure], between science and the image of

science, between technology and the image of

technology. For instance when we look at the

desktop clock of our computer, we don’t really 

want to know how this works. The reference

image to a clock with a dial, or to the seventies

calendar clock does not at all correspond with the

functioning of the computers’ bits and the bytes, 

searching for the nearest atom clock. Things like

the nostalgic wooden inserts in dashboards of

high-tech super-performing cars, show us that we

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [critically
escalating preferential or unpredictable
behaviour / critical thresholds reached]

SUPERPIXEL SINGULARITY
SINGULARITIES AND CATASTROPHES

[involving a scenic revolution or a reset]

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [reset] PINK
RABBIT [what people like and] PINK

RABBIT [what people don’t like / popping
up] OR

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [up or down
one level] PIXEL RESOLUTION [see the

stuff inside, see all the connections] PIXEL
RESOLUTION [get into the rules and tools
doc, make a comment, spin the model] PXL
RESOLUTION [get to the core or get to the

surface again]

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [white noise
makes new sound / we hope you like it]

DOWNLOADTIME [for screensavers, ring
tones, whatever] INDIVIDUAL LOG OUT

[come again soon]

TYPICAL MOMENT IN TIME [event]:
BEACH DETONATIONS

Figure 7: FLC2007 BEACH DETONATIONS AND
RESETS. Copyright FLCextended
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hardly can cope with pure technology, pure

science, and pure design.

Our daily relationship with science and

technology is one of consumer and consumption.

We expect from science and technology user-

friendliness. We want user-friendly ‘tools’ that 

we can understand in an ‘intuitive’ and ‘emotive’ 

way. We expect the tools themselves to scan us

and ‘understand us, to know what welike and

what we dislike.

The new understanding of the relationship

between science, technology and Man therefore

can be characterised by the desire for what we

call [INTUITIVE EMOTIVE TOOLS (IET) with

SILENT EMPATHIC FEEDBACK (SEF)].

COASTOMIZE! IN PROXIMITY,
INTERACTING WITH ITS AMBIENT

A combined projection of oceans and seas,
straights and narrows, riverbeds and lakes is
projected like a new MEDI TERRA at your

feet.

A WORLD SEA washing and retrieving with
every move you make while CAMERAS

representing COASTOMIZE!MY COAST
connected populations of One up to Millions

of Individual People imbedded with basic
beach behaviour roar over this distorting

WORLD WATER, orbiting a Sun or either
its Negative, pursued by the terminator and

holding on fanatically to their respective ideal
views that pilot their personalised

SUPERPIXEL of combined SEA-SUN-SAND
[only advantages no discomfort]

outdistancing as far as possible neighbouring,
shadow projecting and view blocking

cameras, avoiding tails of stray light and
intrusive lines of sight , flocking around the

scenes giving weight to the more popular
ones, modelling and remodelling thus the

total amount of worlds surface water and its
currents and undertows of migrating data,

shaping and reshaping further and further its
overall WORLD COASTAL LINE in time
and space: a collective tunnel vision of an

interactive coast with its inner loops,
singularities and catastrophes versus extreme
amounts of individual subjective, a [White as

Hell].

Figure 8: FLC2007 MY COAST!WORLDWATER WITH
TROLLEYS. Copyright FLCextended
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Hand moved trolleys (one with helicopter
view / another a fish eye / a satellite scan / or

sonar sub or periscope) hover above this
[interactive White] commuting [White Noise]
into signal and back into [White Noise], each

coastal view into its spatial equivalent and
site or network related data:

competing views in equivalent seas of
stillness,

ruptures of the coastal membranes into their
sounds of surf,

sunsets into shores.

[Silent White] --- conceptual and methodological stakes expressed.

The above discussed practice-based research project elaborates on how interactivity, the
(un)predictable chain-reacting of more or less complex individual actions, shape shared
territories. It confronts the public with notions of individual and collective space, intelligence
and behaviour. It questions the roles of design and planning in such processes and illustrates
how daily life, science, technology and design can get us involved on a co-creative basis.
The project’s first role is clearly that of a critical design: triggering people’s awareness about
co-creativity by mirroring collective intelligent bodies of environment as extreme amounts of
hyper-individual behaviour driven by “what I like” and “what I don’t like”.
Secondly, it questions Man’s current attitudes towards science, technology and design and
introduces a new understanding of

Figure 10: FLC2007 COASTAL VIEWS / SPATIAL EQUIVALENTS / MIXED
REALITY.

Copyright FLCextended Figure 9: FLC2007 COASTAL VIEWS/SPATIAL
EQUIVALENTS.

Copyright FLCextended
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these relationships: the desire for [INTUITIVE EMOTIVE TOOLS (IET) with SILENT
EMPATHIC FEEDBACK (SEF)]. As users we want these tools to show us empathy in the
most split second pro-active and discrete as possible feedback way as they silently, joyfully
scan our every whish, enjoyment and dislikes.
Finally, it expresses IT and the like embedding awareness into matter: awareness objects,
memory materials, reacting/anticipating on their environment. What Buddhism and animism
taught us we discovered anew: things have a life, a drive, a soul.
Methodologically it shows how practice (design of the artefact) and theory (ongoing reflection)
develop in parallel and how, by designing, concepts are generated that surpass the singular,
concrete design project. These concepts act on a more general level and can trigger new
design projects (as is shown in M.U.D–COASTOMIZE!).
The [Silent White] artefact literally embodies knowledge (from users’ knowledge to 
professional knowledge) and generates knowledge (through implicit and explicit interactivity).
It is simultaneously research input and output. It is a [Blank Chock-a-Full Data Movement], a
vehicle to explore landscapes of layers and layers of knowledge. It throws light on the paradox
of Stillness: a [Silent White] as the embodiment of a vast collective of intelligence, behaviour
and space. Stillness as the Art of Noise.

1 See also www. flcext ended.be and “FLC, Future Conflicts”Young Architects in Flanders 02 (Brunetta, Patteeuw,
2003) . FLC [FUCKLECORBUSIER] is an ongoing sequel of designers in free associ ation and has everything to do
with the clashes between individuals, the clashing of individual aims, experiences, desires and intuitions into something
more interesting than the unique expression of a unique identity and into something more flexible, workable and
exciting: a collectivity, not a compromise.
Cases FLC developed: The coming together of designers with their individual backgrounds, motivations and practices
naturally made FLC projects evolve around crucial points where everything meets: shared territories no matter size or
medium.
What FLC started to do is emphasize in each job, commission or project, possibilities to turn conflicts into positive
energy, introducing the imagination of future conflicts over which space can be negotiated, mirrors for collective
intelligence.
Future conflict orient ated design: FLC is part of this flip-mode society where networking outsmarts bipolar routines,
where reality and fiction merge, where references go tactile or extra-sensory but stop being simply visual.
And in this flip-mode era of reorientation in daily life, planning and politics, some very big problems and contradictions
emerge. That is why there is a need for more imaginative design.
2 ‘Flood’, ‘Capsularity’ and ‘Hyper-economy’ are three social trends that were picked up by the design team as usable
ingredients for the M.U.D project. They provide three original angles to look forward from the existing reality to a
possible reality. The ‘Flood’ phenomenon does not revolve solely around the danger of flooding, but round the
interaction between water and land and the effect it has on the border area between the two. Capsules are the nodes of a
network society. A capsule is an artificial, strictly organised and controlled sphere. In a world where non-places take the
upper hand, capsules are an attempt to provide real places. They do this by simulating a parallel reality in which
everything is focused on individual experience. In the West the accent is shi fting from an oversupply of st andardi zed
products to a less material level: that of the idea, the design and the experience. The term ‘hyper-economy’ refers to this 
vaporization of the economy (Goossens 2007, 37-51).
3 WI/2005/040 COASTOMIZE! is a science information project and interactive event supported inside the Action plan
on Science Information and Innovation, a Flemish Government Initiative.

Members of the team are: Carl Bourgeois, Roeland Dudal, Marc Godts, Michiel Helbig, Arnaud Hendrickx, Pieter
Heremans, Nel Janssens, Bram Labarque, Johannes Taelman, Wim Van der Vurst, Kristof Vermeir.
4 An example of how creative writing processes support and enhance the design of the art efact and the design of
concepts can be found in Godts, Marc. “TRANSCRIPT of a reflective design meeting and its process of reasoning” 
Refl ections+3 (Godts 2006, 70-89)
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